We create the whole logistics concept – domestic and international.

DHL EURONET is your full-service logistics product for complex domestic and international transportation needs. We design a holistic, individual model for organising your specifications, from on-site transportation management through to the complete design, optimisation and management of inbound and outbound flows.

**It’s economic.**
Outsourcing your transportation requirements to DHL Freight enables you to reduce your working capital to make your fixed costs variable. It gives you the time to concentrate on your core business and your customers. Furthermore, optimized transport flows result in reduced CO₂ emissions.

**It’s comprehensive.**
Dedicated transport networks enable the flexibility and transparency that are all-important when doing business across borders. Our experience with supply chains coupled with knowledge of the specifics of your business form the basis for producing perfect results.

**It’s on-hand.**
DHL EURONET is available throughout Europe: with offices in most European countries, manned by experts at all levels, you don’t have to look far for the solution to your requirements.

Want to know more?
CUSTOMISED TRANSPORTATION SOLUTIONS THAT OPTIMISE YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN.

As the leading European overland transport company, we are aware of how important it is to our customers and their businesses to have customised and industry-specific solutions at hand. Our wide range of transportation equipment – road-trains, swap-bodies and semi-railers – enables us to move your shipments in the most efficient way. According to your requirements and volumes, we optimise your flow of goods based on dedicated network concepts. To ensure efficiency of communication and information exchange, DHL EURONET supports you with dispatching desks and EDI interfaces. Our EDI interface transmits your order entries and provides detailed reporting as well as statistics. We are always interested in a dialogue for working out ways of adding value to your supply chain.

Value-added services

- Control Tower services
- Proactive performance and quality management
- Complete end-to-end visibility
- On-site staff at your premises
- Third-party billing
- Additional insurance
- Transportation of dangerous goods
- Proof of delivery (POD)
- Quality reports
- Efficient handling of import, export and transit formalities

For further information on DHL Freight service availability, visit your local DHL website. All services are subject to terms and conditions.

freightsales.europe@dhl.com